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Musical Instruments Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. What is the name of a bowed string instrument that is larger than a violin?

A cello

A lute

A bouzouki

2. Which of these musical instruments resembles a UFO?

A bassoon

A hang

A bongo
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3. Which of these instruments is the biggest?

A cello

A viola

A contrabass

4. Which wind instrument is one of the most ancient in the world?

An oboe

A flute

A clarinet

5. Which instrument is a string one, but looks like a drum? This instrument is very popular in USA.

A banjo

A domra

A lute

6. How many strings does guitar usually have?

7

9

6

7. Which instrument did Sherlock Holmes play?

The lute

The viola

The violin

8. Which instruments resembles a guitar but has an oval body?

A banjo

A lute

A gusli

9. Which musical instrument descended from a hunting horn?
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A french horn

A trombone

A saxophone
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Musical Instruments Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the name of a bowed string instrument that is larger than a violin?
  A cello
  2. Which of these musical instruments resembles a UFO?
  A hang
  3. Which of these instruments is the biggest?
  A contrabass
  4. Which wind instrument is one of the most ancient in the world?
  A clarinet
  5. Which instrument is a string one, but looks like a drum? This instrument is very popular in USA.
  A banjo
  6. How many strings does guitar usually have?
  6
  7. Which instrument did Sherlock Holmes play?
  The violin
  8. Which instruments resembles a guitar but has an oval body?
  A lute
  9. Which musical instrument descended from a hunting horn?
  A french horn
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